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Summary
There are too many geese on the University of Waterloo campus that commonly attack
residents. A goose deterrent system was created to aid this problem. This goose deterrent system
was able to meet all criteria and constraints laid out by Group 417. Though there were issues
with accuracy due to mechanical design it was still within an acceptable tolerance, and
successfully completed rigorous testing.
The two main changes that would be made to the system are that the treads should be
attached with a smoother material such as thread and the program should calculate the most
efficient direction to turn.
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1 Introduction
The many geese that call the University of Waterloo their home for a part of the year are
known to attack residents. This is a problem. A goose deterrent system is required to keep the
residents of the University of Waterloo safe, while having a minimal impact on the environment
and the humans that live there.
Goose be Gone is the solution. Group 417 has developed an autonomous vehicle that
can remove geese from the premises of the University. After exploring several designs for this
system, an autonomous tank-style robot that shoots soft Nerf balls at specific coordinates,
known goose locations, was chosen. Our system will use treads so it will be able to navigate the
various types of terrain including pavement, grass, hills, and tiles in order to travel around
campus and remove the geese. Our robot also protects itself from any geese that try to attack it.
In order to make this system a reality, project deadlines, timelines, and planning were
used effectively. Multiple design options were compared in order to determine a suitable
design. Additionally, numerous tests were conducted in order to determine that our system
meets all the requirements and constraints set out in this document. Group 417 developed a
functional prototype which has served as a proof of concept and has also provided the team
with insight into how the system could be improved.

2 Scope
2.1 Functionality
The main function of our project is to decrease the number of geese on the University of
Waterloo Campus. To achieve this goal, our group built a tank-style robot that can drive
autonomously and shoot projectiles causing the geese to fly away.
Our robot accomplishes this goal by performing a sequence of tasks. To start off, the
robot will read in target coordinates from either a file or with user input. Then it drives within
shooting range of the target coordinates without any help from the user. It positions itself the
correct distance from the goose and in the correct alignment to ensure an accurate shot. Once in
position, the firing mechanism launches a projectile at the goose. The robot will keep firing
projectiles until the goose is no longer there. The robot then reloads itself and reads in the next
set of coordinates, repeating the process all over again. Once the robot either runs out of ammo,
or has shot every target, it will return to its starting point and initiate its shutdown procedure.

2.2 Measurements and Detection
The robot will start by reading in target coordinates from either a file or user input. It
will then calculate the distance from the goose and direction it needs to take to reach that target.
Using motor encoders and a gyroscopic sensor it will calculate and drive to the proper position.
After it has fired it will use the ultrasonic sensor to check if the goose is still there. If the goose
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is still there, it fires again, if not it assumes the goose has left. The robot will also be able to
maintain a safe distance from the goose and will be able to sense a goose attack using the touch
sensor, retreating home if necessary.

2.3 Environmental Effects
The robot will be built to handle several different types of terrain including grass,
pavement, carpet, hills, and concrete. The treads used should not affect or cause any damage to
the surrounding Waterloo ecosystem. A future iteration of the robot will have a covering over
it. This will make it noticeable ensuring people do not step on it. The covering would help to
protect the robot in the event of a goose attack. Additionally, this covering would protect the
components from environmental conditions such as rain and snow.
The projectiles will have the greatest effect on the environment. Though the Nerf balls
will not harm the geese in when they are hit, the balls are not biodegradable. This would be an
issue for a project that aims to operate outside. A biodegradable alternative would need to be
used. Green Cell Foam makes biodegradable foam for packaging purposes [1]. A similar
material could be used to make biodegradable balls that are dense enough to disturb the geese.

2.4 Motor Use
Our project uses four motors. Two of those motors are used to drive the robot’s treads.
Gears are attached to these motors which mesh with the holes in the treads in order to drive the
robot. Another motor is used for the firing mechanism. This motor pulls the spring back and
releases it, firing the projectile. The last motor is used for reloading. Using our laser cut hopper,
the motor rotates a shaft connected to the feeding system allowing a ball to be dropped into the
firing chamber. Turning only a certain number of degrees ensures that only one ball is dropped
into the feeding mechanism at a time.

2.5 Task Completion
The robot’s starting point is the origin, using distance and direction formulas tells the
robot how far it should travel and in which direction to arrive within range of the coordinates
input by a file or the user. Once it arrives at the point within range of the target it will start the
firing sequence.
Before firing the robot must rotate a certain offset to allow for the firing mechanism to
be accurate. Through testing the group found that the projectiles consistently fired to the left of
horizontal [Section 5.5.4]. The offset ensure that the projectiles will fire at the target.
To fire, the motor controlling the firing mechanism will turn, pulling the firing arm back
to stretch the spring. When the arm driven by the motor slides off the firing arm it will launch a
projectile at the goose. When the motor has completed one rotation, taking the gear reduction
into account, the robot recognizes firing is complete as one ball is shot with each full rotation.
Then the motor controlling the firing mechanism will shut off until another shot is necessary.
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After firing, the robot reloads. To reload, the robot will turn the motor controlling the
reloading system a 45° allowing another ball to be dropped into the firing chamber. 45° is used
as that is 360° degrees divided by the eight rounds the hopper holds.
Once the robot has reloaded, it will rotate back from its offset position and check for the
goose with the ultrasonic sensor. Assuming a goose either remains in the initial position or
leaves the premise. If the goose is sensed, the firing sequence will start again. If not, it is
assumed that the task is complete. Once the goose is gone, the robot will load the next target
coordinates and repeat the process.
The robot will continue to repeat this process until one of two things happen. Either the
robot will run out of ammunition or it will have shot at every target inputted into the system.
Assuming the reloading system is initially full the robot will know it is out of ammunition when
the variable recording the amount of ammunition reaches zero. Alternately, once there are no
more coordinates to read in the robot will recognize its task is complete. Once either of these
situations occur, the shutdown procedure will begin. The robot will immediately head back to
its original starting point using the distance and direction calculations to get there. Once the
robot has reached its original starting location, the motors will shut off and the robot output a
summary of the mission displaying the number of targets shot at, the total run time of the
mission, whether it needs to be reloaded, and whether the mission was a success. It will also
output these results to a file for future statistics calculations. Once the summary is given, the
robot will shut down completely.

2.6 Robot Defense
The robot should always maintain a safe distance away from its target goose using the
coordinates entered for calculations to make sure of this. However, in the event of a goose
attack, the robot will have a built-in defense mechanism to protect itself. When the touch sensor
is activated due to the goose attacking the robot, the robot will immediately rotate 360 degrees
while firing its remaining ammunition at regular intervals to scare off any gees, then it will
return to its starting location, reporting the goose attack to a file and display a message on the
screen as well. The robot will then employ its shutdown procedure.

2.7 Criteria for Success
This project will be a success if the robot can successfully shoot all the targets without
any help from the user. The robot should be able to function autonomously using the input from
the user or the file for coordinates. The project will be a success if the robot can be
programmable to perform all tasks listed above. The treads on the robot should also be able to
stay on the wheels and not slip on any terrain. If our robot can complete all the above tasks
without any errors or help from the user, then the project will be considered a success.
While the robot did not always hit each target, it did consistently fire within the range
specified. Thus, the Goose be Gone robot has been a success.
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2.8 Changes to the Scope
Previously the group planned to employ the center button as an emergency shutdown
button, however this was never implemented. It was also planned to implement gyro rate as a
method of detecting attack, but this was not programmed due to time constraints.

3 Constraints and Criteria
Constraints:
1. Must protect itself.
2. Must not harm the geese
3. Must not leave a 5 minute range from home position
Assignment Criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

At least 3 motors
4 distinct types of input
Timers
Repetition (loops)
Decisions (if statements)
At least six nontrivial functions

Additional Criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Accurate shooting
Treads must provide adequate traction
Consistent automatic reloading
Compact and Sturdy
Durability
Cost

Changes
The first criterion was updated so it only includes the third rule of Asimov’s rules of
robotics. The first two rules were irrelevant as not harming humans and obeying orders are
basic requirements of any robot.
The first of the assigned criteria was removed as the robot has obviously been
redesigned as it is no longer in the standard configuration.
Influential Constraints and Criteria
The requirement that the robot fire accurately was considered throughout the design of
the firing mechanism. This restraint guided the decision to use an extension spring as the power
source.
4

The design of the whole chassis was affected by the criteria that the robot use treads to
maneuver. Due to this a tank design was chosen and tread designs were researched. Though the
way the treads were attached caused some issues [Section 4.3], they functioned well and added
to the aesthetic appeal of the robot.
Unnecessary Criteria
The cost criteria proved to be unnecessary as it did not affect any design decisions. The
free hardboard was used due to its availability. Also, when purchasing the Nerf balls and
springs the cost was not considered. The items were purchased as they were most effective and
available at nearby stores.
Also, when making design decisions on materials to use, durability was not used to
compare options. Both Lego and hardboard are durable, so design alternatives had the same
level of durability.

4 Mechanical Design and Implementation
Goose Be Gone is a robot with a goose deterrent system mounted on it. This consists of
a firing mechanism, a hopper mechanism, and an intelligent operating system.
Prototyping the firing mechanism and overall size of the robot was very helpful. Using
SolidWorks models of the Lego parts found on GrabCAD [2] allowed precise measurements of
the Lego components and helped visualize how they would be positioned in the final chassis.

4.1 Chassis Design
The final robot was built mostly with MDF, as it is easy to cut with the laser cutter, free,
and sturdy enough for the purpose of a demo and prototype.
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Figure 4.1 - Laser Cut Parts
A chassis in the style of a tank was chosen as it is durable and easy to manufacture and
design. The treads allow for maneuverability over various types of terrain such as grass and
pavement which is necessary to travel across the University of Waterloo campus. This style
also allows for a relatively large, open, and protected space between the treads to mount the
sensitive electronics. The treads on either side of the chassis prevent damage to the inside of the
robot from an impact to the side of the robot. The base plate of the chassis was designed so that
various LEGO components could be attached directly to it, making our assembly easier. The
front plate of the chassis has a space cut out for the ultrasonic sensor as well as some LEGO
mounting points for the firing mechanism. The rear of the chassis houses the EV3 brick so that
the screen and buttons are visible and accessible from the outside of the robot. Mounting in
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such a position is done with a bar on either side of the brick that slots into the tread walls.

Figure 4.2 - EV3 Brick Mounting
The EV3 brick is secured in place with LEGO pins so that it is easily removable and
allows access to the programming and charging ports. The driving factors for the width of the
chassis were the size of the firing mechanism and the space required for the cables at the ends
of the EV3 brick.

4.2 Motor Drive Mechanism
The treads and motor drive design were accomplished using one driven gear attached to
the motor and three free running gears attached to the edges of the track mounting plates. All
the gear circumferences were offset from the track mounting plate to allow the track to freely
rotate around without touching the mounting plate. The gears rotated on LEGO axles held in
place by laser cut bushings glued to the track mounting plates.

Figure 4.3 - Gear Support Mount
The width of track mechanism was made as thin as possible to reduce the amount of
friction when turning. This friction comes from the front and rear of the tread scrubbing on the
ground during the turn. Another point that was considered was any flex in the axles. With our
original wheel driven LEGO prototype, there was significant flexing of the axles as they were
7

only being supported from one side. In the track design, the motor was completely enclosed and
placed in the middle of the driving gears so that an axle going through could be supported by a
track mounting plate on each side thus eliminating flex in the axle.

Figure 4.4 - Motor Attachment Design
Using a wheel instead of gears and tracks would have provided adequate traction on the
ground, but it would not have worked as well on non-flat surfaces such as grass. The robot
would have been less sturdy as the wheel would follow the curvature of the surface, making the
robot wobble while travelling. The treads will have more surface area in contact with the
surface it is travelling on and thus provide smoother motion for the tank.
With the width of the track mechanism as thin as possible, the distance between the
track mounting plates was set to be the width of the motor. This decision was made early in the
design process, because it was the driving factor for the width of the holes in the treads and the
distance between the gears on the sides of the free running cogs, as well as the overall width of
the tread.
Gear design went through a few revisions before being completed. The treads and the
gears were designed in tandem, as the teeth on the gears must mesh nicely with the holes in the
treads.
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Table 4.1 - Gear Design Revisions
Rev.
1

Picture

Features

Observations

Gear tooth spacing determined
from minor diameter

Teeth were spaced
slightly too far apart to fit
nicely in the holes

Diameter of 45mm arbitrarily
chosen

2

Gear tooth spacing determined
from median diameter

Meshed nicely with treads

Tooth spacing from median
diameter

Meshed nicely with the
treads when aligned
properly with the axis that
the holes were on.

Treads too weak and
Slightly smaller outer diameter snapped easily due to
holes being too close
together

3

Outer diameter same as LEGO
wheels - the LEGO designers
most likely did not choose that
diameter arbitrarily.
Teeth spacing increased to
accommodate stronger treads

When designing the track assembly, SolidWorks was used extensively to calculate the
correct length of tread, tooth spacing on the gears, and diameter of the gears.
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Figure 4.5 - Solidworks Track Assembly

Figure 4.6 - Tread Offset

4.3 Treads
The treads went through many variations. The 3D Print Centre was used for rapid
prototyping. This proved invaluable as it would have been costly both in time and money if the
laser cutting had to be outsourced with each design update.
When testing the treads, the length of the overall tread made a large difference to how
well the gears would fit inside it. It is common knowledge that when treads or belts are used,
there is a tensioning mechanism to ensure that the gears will grip the treads as best as possible
in order to not miss a tooth in the gear. 3D printers employ belt tensioning mechanisms with
springs in order to not miss teeth on the drive belts. In the design of the treads and track
mechanism, it was noted that the treads stretch slightly which allowed a tensioning mechanism
that did not include an external spring. The length of the tread was shortened from the length
around the outside of the gears. This shortening meant that the tread had to stretch in order to fit
around the gears and thus was itself a tensioning mechanism. Various lengths of tread were
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tested, each one being a multiple of the gear radius in so that the hole locations on the treads
can still be spaced equally.

Table 4.2 - Tread Tensioning
Shortening Amount (mm)
0

Risks
Tread falling off gears

Gear Grip
Slightly loose
Some slipping observed
15
Less likely to fall off
Fairly tight
Less likely to break
No slipping observed
30
Tread breaks due to excessive
Very tight
stretching
No slipping observed
15mm was chosen as the shortening length as it provided a decent grip on the gears,
while not being too tight that there was a risk of breaking the treads.

Table 4.3 - Tread Design
Tread Design

Qualities
Cuts are 2mm apart

Observations
Not very flexible at all

Cuts are 10mm long

Cuts are offset
Cuts are 0.5 mm apart
Cuts are each 20mm long

Due to how close the cuts were the
piece was extremely weak
The piece fell apart as too many
cuts were in contact with the gear
holes

Cuts are 1mm apart

More flexible than necessary

Cuts are each 20mm long

Holes should be a little wider and
longer than the gear teeth to allow
for them to roll more smoothly

Gear holes are placed
every 6mm
Gear holes closer to
center
Cuts are each 20mm long

Holes do not need to be so
frequent
Gear holes must have more
distance between them to allow
the motor to fit in between them
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Cuts are 1mm apart
Cuts are each 20mm long
Gear holes are placed
every 12mm
Gear holes are placed the
width of the motor apart

The cut at the bottom of each hole
is attached at either side which
causes the tread to be weak as it is
only attached in the middle
Since multiple Cuts pass through
the holes the wood falls apart at
this point

Holes are placed at either
end to allow the tread to
be attached to itself
Cuts are 1.5mm apart

More flexible than necessary

Cuts are each 20mm long

Adequately durable

Gear holes are placed
every 15mm

Adequately flexible

Gear holes are placed the
width of the motor apart

Performed well

Holes allowed for tread to be
attached
Fairly resistant to stretching

Holes at the bottom are
not in contact with any
cuts

Table 4.4 - Tread Connecting Materials
Material
Fishing Line
Thread
Shoelaces
Wire

Availability
0
0
1
1

Durability
0
1
1
1

Easy to Use
1
1
0
1

The final design flexed well to follow the contour of the track, and the holes secured the
tread well. During all testing and demonstration, there was only instance where the tread was
dislodged from the gear, however this was due to the joints catching in the carpet and pulling
the treads off. Soldered wire was used to attach the two ends of the tread together. This decision
was made as wire was readily available and tough. Unfortunately, the sharp points of wire and
solder (Figure 4.7) would often catch on the carpet altering the position of the robot as it rotated
and sometimes stopping the treads from rotating.
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Figure 4.7 - Tread Attachment

4.4 Sensor Attachment
The ultrasonic distance sensor was mounted at the front of the robot in order to detect
geese in front of the robot. This was achieved with some LEGO mounting points cut in to the
MDF front plate underneath where the ultrasonic sensor was to be mounted. LEGO pieces were
used to connect the ultrasonic sensor to these mounting points. The design caused the ultrasonic
sensor to wobble which could have interfered with the firing mechanism that was rotating just
behind it.

Figure 4.8 - Ultrasonic Sensor Mounting
The gyroscopic sensor was mounted parallel to the ground underneath the hopper. This
location is not ideal as magnets are used to secure the hopper lid which might have interfered
with the sensor readings. The placement for this sensor was decided based on convenience and
ease of access but should have been placed further away from the magnets to ensure that the
readings are not affected by the magnetic fields. The vibrations from the movement of the robot
could also affect the readings of the gyroscopic sensor by making it vibrate in a direction that
the robot is not moving in. Encasing the sensor in a foam mount would remove these vibrations
and is recommended for future designs.
Mounting the touch sensor to be used as an attack detection was achieved by mounting
it underneath the hopper mechanism. The hopper was not completely secured, and wobbles side
to side when pressed. The original plan was to mount the touch sensor underneath a cover plate
for the whole robot, but as time did not permit the manufacturing of this plate, an alternate
13

solution was found. The touch sensor was mounted underneath the hopper mechanism so that
when the hopper mechanism was pushed down, or attacked, the touch sensor is activated.
Mounting in such a way allowed consistent results when attacked specifically on the side of the
hopper but any other attack locations would not be noticed as there is no sensor in other
locations.

Figure 4.9 - Touch and Gyro Sensor Mounting

4.5 Hopper Design and Mount
After analyzing various designs of reloading, feeding, and hopper mechanisms, a
paintball hopper style design was chosen (see interim report). This allowed consistent
reloading, it did not protrude from the robot, and was easy to mount. An assembly was designed
in SolidWorks and cut out with a laser cutter to make the final design.

Figure 4.10 - SolidWorks Hopper Assembly
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Figure 4.11 - Laser Cut Hopper
After some testing and fine tuning of the motor speed and encoder locations, this proved
to be very effective and successfully reloaded on over 95% of attempts [Section 5.5.3].
The hopper mechanism must be mounted above the firing mechanism so that the balls
would fall into the firing position by gravity alone. With this limitation, the mount for the
hopper had to be redesigned in order to allow this. Originally, it was mounted to the sides of the
robot, however, this proved to be ineffective as the balls did not have enough vertical travel
distance from the bottom of the hopper to the firing location to be able to roll by gravity. The
hopper was elevated above the sides of the tracks and a small ramp was added to guide the balls
into the firing location.

Figure 4.12 - Reloading Ramp

Due to this change in mounting location, the sides of the hopper had to be cut out so that
the balls will roll out instead of drop out of the hopper mechanism.
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4.6 Firing Mechanism
As mentioned in the interim report the group discussed the possibility of different types
of springs and firing designs. It was decided to use an extension spring and a class 1 lever due
to its reliability and compact design.
Table 4.5 - Firing Mechanism Design Observations
Firing Mechanism Design

Observations
 Extended lever caused less force to be required to
extend the spring
 Requires too much space











The whole firing mechanism can be mounted to the
NXT motor, this saves space
It requires more force to pull since the spring starts in
an extended position
Due to the increased force, the ball is launched
farther

This design geared down the motor to provide more
power
The shape of the piece pushing on the firing arm was
not ideal as it sometimes jammed the moment before
the arm was supposed to slide off and fire the ball

This design gears down the motor to achieve a higher
torque required to extend the spring
The rotating piece is only attached at one point which
is the most effective use of space
The rotating piece is bent in the middle which helps
the firing arm to slide off easier.

4.7 Aesthetic Design
Throughout the entirety of the mechanical design phase, aesthetic design was
considered. Using laser cut MDF provided a very clean look for the overall design. Our group
number, 417, was engraved into the side of the tank to make it more visually appealing be
adding more detail to the robot which removes plain look of some of the other outer faces.
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Extra holes were cut in the hopper mechanism to reduce the weight of the robot and make the
plain surface at the top of the hopper more appealing.

4.8 Changes
During assembly of the mechanical system, there were changes made to the design in
order to properly connect components together.
Table 4.6 - Changes Made During Construction
Part

Change

Reason

Hopper
Location

Mounted higher and further
away from firing mechanism

The ball would not fire properly as it hits the
hopper right after it is propelled forwards

Hopper
Side Walls

Material removed from side of Due to location change, the balls now had to
hopper
roll out of the hopper instead of dropping out

Chassis

Width of inner chassis
increased

Had to accommodate improved firing
mechanism

5 Software Design and Implementation
5.1 Overall Program
Goal: Remove geese from campus by shooting them with a foam ball so they will fly away.
To accomplish this, the goal must be broken into smaller tasks.
Table 5.1 - Task Organization
Tasks:

Why the task was chosen:

Read in
Coordinates of
Geese

Must find where the geese are, either by reading from a file or from user
input.

Calculate Path

Must find how to get from the robot’s location to the goose’s location.

Move

Robot must rotate then drive to a location

Fire

Robot fires and reloads

Check for Goose

Robot uses the ultrasonic to see if the goose is still there

Check if Attacked

During every task the robot must be checking if it is attacked.

Calculate Stats

Must record what occurred during the mission.
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5.2 Task List
Startup:


Presents user with options
o Read coordinates from file
o Read coordinates from screen input

Operation:











Calculates Path
Rotates
Drives *
Rotates to be offset so that it will shoot towards the target *
Shoots
Reloads
Rotates back from offset *
Checks if goose is still there
o Goes on to next target if goose is gone
o If still there, shoot again
Returns to initial position once all targets are shot or ammunition runs out

Reaction:



Can sense if goose is still there; if so, it will shoot again
Will activate defense procedure then return to initial position if it is attacked *

Shutdown:




Returning home
Write stats to file and display on the screen
End program

Changes Made:
The robot was only tested on carpet and tile, which is not enough to conclude that it can
handle all types of terrain. Due to this we have changed the task list to include “Drives” instead
of “Drives over all terrain.”
After testing [Section 5.5.4] we found that the firing mechanism consistently shot at an
angle of 14 degrees from the forward direction of the robot. To compensate for this the robot
was programed to rotate 14 degrees before firing. Due to this rotation it had to rotate back
before it could check if the goose was still present.
A previous task list stated that the robot would return to initial position when attacked.
This update also includes that it will activate the defense procedure (Table 5.4).
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5.3 Function Tables
All functions that have a waiting condition check if the tank has been attacked. This
value is passed by reference down through all the functions so that the main program can act on
it.
Table 5.2 - Setup and Display Functions
Name

Parameters

Return
Type

Description

Flowchart
Reference

Written
by

beginProgram
Menu

none

void

Displays the startup
options.

1.3

Lukas

getTargets

LocArr &
targets

int

Fills an array with targets.
1.4
Allows user to choose
between inputting the
coordinates from a file or
manually inputting the
coordinates themselves.
The user chooses with a
button press when the robot
first starts up.

Lukas

calculateStats

Stats

void

Calculates the stats that
will be outputted to a file
and displayed to the screen
as well. Function will
calculate how long the
mission took, the number
of geese shot, the number
of targets out of range,
whether the robot needs to
be reloaded, and whether
the mission was a success
or a failure.

6.1

Lukas

void

Displays the mission stats
to the screen (same as
output file).

6.2

Lukas

Outputs the stats caclulated
in the calculateStats
function and outputs the
results to a file, stats.txt.

6.3

Lukas

mission

DisplayStatsT
oScreen

Stats

writeStatsToF
ile

float runTime, void
int
numGeeseShot
, string &
missionStatus,
int
ammoRemaini

mission
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ng, int
totalTargets
getCoordinate
s

Coordinate &
coord

void

Creates an on-screen menu 1.7
allowing the user to select a
single point to fire at.

Micah

getMultipleCo
ordinates

locArr &
targetLocation
s

int

Fills an array of locations
with locations selected by
the above function. Returns
the number of targets
entered.

1.7

Micah

showDestinati
ons

locArr const & void
destinations

Displays the locations
selected by the on-screen
menu in order to verify the
entries. Used for testing.

Used for
testing.

Micah

Table 5.3 - Initialization Functions
Name

Parameters

Return
Type

Description

Flowchart Written
Reference by

initializeCoo
rdinate

Coordinate
coord

void

Initializes the coordinate
plane centered on (0,0).

2.1

Micah

initializeLoc
ArrStruct

locArr &
setupStruct

void

Initializes an array that is
wrapped in a struct.

2.3

Micah

initializeTan
k

Tank tank

void

Initializes the tank angle
to be 0 and initializes the
coordinates of the
starting position of the
tank to be (0,0) with the
tank facing the positive
x- axis.

2.3

Micah

initializeStat
s

Stats data

void

Gives initial values for
the stats that will later be
displayed and outputted
to a file.

2.2

Micah

setupSensors none

void

Sets up the touch,
ultrasonic, and gyro
sensors.

1.1

Micah

getButtonPr
essed

TEV3Butt
ons

Waits for a button to be
pressed and returns that
button.

1.2

Micah

none
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readCoordin
ates

locArr &
targets,
TFileHandle
& fin

int

Reads in coordinates
1.6
from a file and loads
them in the location
array. Returns the
number of targets read in.

Lukas

Table 5.4 - Firing, Defense, and Attacking Functions
Name

Parameters

Return
Type

Description

Flowchart Written
Reference by

reload

bool &
isAttacked

void

Loads the next ball into
the shooting position by
rotating the hopper motor.

3.5

Caleb

fire

bool &
isAttacked

void

Fires the ball.

3.4

Caleb

Calls the reload function.

attacked

bool const & bool
isAttacked

Checks if the touch sensor
has been pushed, if so, it
will return true. If not, it
returns the previous
isAttacked value.

7.0

Lukas

defend

Tank tank0,
Stats
mission

void

This is run only when the
robot has been attacked.
The robot spins around in
a circle, firing off all the
remaining ammo.

4.1, 4.2,
4.3, 4.4

Caleb

checkForGoo
se

bool &
isAttacked

bool

Waits 1 second to then
uses the ultrasonic sensor
to check the if the goose is
still there. Returns if there
is something within the
tolerance of the goose’s
original location.

3.6

Caleb

shootTheGoo
se

Stats
mission,
Tank &
tank0

void

Fires, reloads, checks and
loops as necessary.

3.4, 3.5,
3.6

Caleb
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Table 5.5 - Tank Movement Functions
Name

Parameters

Return
Type

Description

Flowchart
Reference

Written
by

degToRad

float degrees

float

Converts degrees to radians.

3.1

Micah

float

Converts the gyro degrees to
radians.

1.1

Micah

getGyroRadi none
ans
drive

float
void
distance, bool
& isAttacked

Drives forward a set distance.

3.3

Caleb

turnAngle

Tank &
tank0, float
rotation, bool
& isAttacked

void

Turns the tank a set angle.

3.2

Caleb

moveToCoo
rdinate

Tank &
tank0,
Coordinate
const &
destination,
bool &
isAttacked

void

Tank will drive and stop on
specific coordinate.

3.3

Caleb

moveToFiri
ngLocation

Tank &
void
tank0,
Coordinate
const &
target, bool &
isAttacked

Tank will move to the proper
firing location and stop when
it's the correct distance and
angle from the target to adjust
for the consistently angled
firing.

3.2, 3.3

Caleb

returnHome

Tank &
void
tank0, bool &
isAttacked

Tank will return to (0,0) and
turn back to the starting angle

5.0

Caleb
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Table 5.6 - Calculation Functions
Name

Parameters

Return
Type

Description

Flowchart
Reference

Written
by

distToCoord
inate

Coordinate
const &
tank0Loc,
Coordinate
const &
target

void

Calculates the distance 3.1
to a specific point.

Caleb

distToRange

Coordinate
const &
tank0Loc,
Coordinate
const &
target

float

Calculates the distance 3.1
to the firing position.

Caleb

targetInRan
ge

Tank const
tank0,
Coordinate
const target

bool

Finds if the target is
too far away.

3.1

Micah

angleBetwee
n

Coordinate
const &
tank0Loc,
Coordinate
const &
target

float

Calculates the angle
between the tank and
the target coordinate
in radians.

3.1

Caleb

findFiringPo
sition

Coordinate
const &
tank0Loc,
Coordinate
const &
target,
Coordinate &
firingLocatio
n

void

Finds the coordinate
of the closest firing
location. It is used to
redifine the tank’s
location by modifying
the pass by reference
variable
firingLocation.

3.1

Caleb

5.4 Data Storage
Constants and structs were declared in the initialization program [Appendix A].
Constants were used for quantities, speeds, measurements, tolerances, motor, and sensor
locations. Quantities include the number of balls and the maximum number of targets. Various
speeds were tested for the different motors, this revealed which worked best [Section 5.5.3,
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5.5.6]. Measurements resulted from various tests [Section 5.5.4, 5.5.5]. Tolerances were used
for checking for the goose with the ultrasonic sensor as well as comparing floats. The motor
and sensor locations were renamed to make it simpler to understand the program. For example
SensorValue[gyro] is easier to understand than SensorValue[S4].
Structs were used to contain grouped information. Coordinate was used to store an (x, y)
pair. This was used to store target locations as well as the robot location. Tank was used to store
the location of the robot, a coordinate, as well as the angle from the x-axis that the robot was
directed. Stats is used to store a variety of information about the mission such as the run time,
total targets, and if it was attacked. LocArr was used so that an array of points could be passed
to functions. This was simply an array of points wrapped in a struct.

5.5 Testing
The program was broken down into multiple files in order to allow function-specific
testing. If it was all in one file, then everything would have to be error-free to compile. Using c
files instead of h files allowed us to write a testing main for each file and run that file to test the
functions within. However, due to this we often bricked the robot by downloading a program
with no mains. This cost some time as we had to reboot the robot each time this occurred.
5.5.1 Gyro
We programmed the robot to turn a set amount of degrees and checked to see if the
robot would turn that amount. Initially, the robot did not turn accurately, this was due to
improper initialization of the gyro. There was also an issue with turning -PI/2, this is explained
further in section 5.7.
5.5.2 Ultrasonic Range
We set out a 1-meter long measuring tape starting from the ultrasonic sensor. We tested
this sensor’s readings using the port view and by reaching our hand out and moving back and
forth a set distance while checking to see if the sensor was returning accurate distance values.
The ultrasonic sensor was accurate from 10 to 100 cm, so this test was a success.
5.5.3 Reloading
Before testing the accuracy of the firing system, we had to ensure that the reloading
system was functional. To test this, one shot was loaded into the firing chamber. Then the firing
system would shoot the target. The robot paused for 2 seconds and then the motor controlling
the reloading system would turn and another ball would roll into the firing chamber. This would
be repeated until the robot went through a full round of ammunition (8 shots). After some
tweaking of the starting position and the motor speed, we tested this for 12 rounds of ammo (96
shots) and the reloading system only failed twice.
When testing the full system we found that sometimes the hopper would jam regularly if
it did not start in the proper position. When reloading we were sure to rotate the hopper so it
began in the correct position. Also, we found it rotated too quickly. This jammed the ball in
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place as it caught the ball before it could roll down the ramp to the firing location. To correct
this, the speed at which the motor rotated was reduced.
5.5.4 Firing
50 rounds of ammo were fired, and their landing spots recorded with an ‘X’ on a sheet
of paper. 2 outliers were ignored.
Table 5.7 - Firing Measurements
Measurement
Average forward displacement of projectile
Average horizontal displacement of
projectile
Range of forward displacement
Range of horizontal displacement

Value (cm), ignoring outliers
72
18 (left of center)
28
8.5

Since the average dimensions of a goose is 75 to 110cm long, our target cluster was
within the range of the dimensions of a goose. This means that we should be able to hit the
targeted goose each time.
Using these measurements, we found that the robot regularly shot to the left. Calculating
the angle using the average forward and horizontal displacements, it was found that the robot
regularly fired 14° from straight ahead. Because of this, the robot was programmed to rotate
this set amount, so it would fire directly at the target.
5.5.5 Driving
The robot was driven forward to observe deviation in distance and angle. The robot was
consistently short of the desired distance. Using the distance traveled we were able to calculate
a more accurate wheel radius measurement. 2 tests each at 1 meter and 2 meters were
conducted, and no significant lateral deviation was observed during any test.
5.5.6 Rotation
Tested rotating and driving to arrive at various coordinates. This revealed that often the
robot’s position would shift as it rotated due to the wires on the treads catching [Section 4.3].
Through testing various speeds, it was discovered that a motor power of 55 resulted in the
smallest deviation.
5.5.7 Attacked Function
The robot was tested to see if the robot would return home when the touch sensor was
activated, the condition for the robot being attacked. In the first few tests, it was observed that
the robot would not recognize the sensor. Through further testing, a programming error was
discovered that returned the current value of the touch sensor instead of keeping the sensor
value as true once it was attacked. To correct this the attacked function was modified to return
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true if the touch sensor was pressed, and if not it would return the value of mission.isAttacked.
That would cause the function to return true if the robot had been attacked in the past.
5.5.8 Return Home
The robot was tested to see if it would return home after successfully shooting all
targets. After a couple software tweaks, namely human error of using an outdated version of the
turning function, the robot was able to return within a 30 cm of its starting position. This slight
change in return location was due to the track catching when the sharp points of the soldered
wires were in contact with the carpet while the robot was turning.
5.5.9 Checking for Goose
The robot was tested while simply firing in a stationary state to see if the robot would
shoot again at the target if the target did not move. After over 25 tests, the robot would always
shoot if the target was still there before moving to the next target location.
When testing the full system, due to rotation issues with the treads catching on the
carpet [Section 4.3] it would sometimes be at an improper angle when it checked for the goose.
Due to this it would not sense the target and move on to the next target. As well, it was
observed that when the goose cardboard was placed at an angle to the robot, the ultrasonic
sensor would not detect it as the sound waves would bounce off at an angle and not return to the
robot.
5.5.10 Return Home After No Ammo
The robot was tested to see if it would return home after going through a full round of
ammo even if there were targets left. This was tested multiple time, and the robot always
obeyed commands and used the correct shutdown procedure.

5.6 Design Decisions
After much testing it was decided to revert to inefficient turning as result of RobotC
being unable to handle tank.angle - 2 * PI [Section 5.7].
A method of calculating the location and angle of the robot at any point along its
movement commands was attempted to developed. This would allow the robot to return home
instantly when attacked. However, when testing there were many errors. Due to this, we opted
for a slower response to being attacked. When attacked it stored a boolean value that it was
attacked. It would finish its action, either turning, driving, or shooting, then activate the defense
sequence. This allowed it to use the functions target value of angle or location. The tradeoff was
that there is a slow response to being attacked due to the necessity of finishing the action.
Using multiple c files provided organization and ease of testing [Section 5.5]. However,
as mentioned above, due to user error we sometimes downloaded a program without a main to
the robot. This froze the brick and required us to force shutdown the brick by removing the
battery and reboot.
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5.7 Significant Problems
There were issues when using RobotC’s constant for PI. One group member spent
nearly two hours attempting to find why the robot would consistently fail to turn –PI / 2 radians.
To bug test, all information was displayed on the screen. It was found that in RobotC –PI / 2.0
returns –0.714602. It was assumed that there was a math error in the angle calculations, but this
was not the case. To correct the error one can simply call -(PI / 2.0). This returns –1.570796, as
it should.
To test this use:

Another issue with PI resulted with the creation of an efficient turning algorithm. It
would check if the angle to be rotated was greater than PI or less than –PI, it would then
subtract 2PI or add 2PI, respectively, so that the robot would rotate as little as possible.
However, after much testing it would not function. Through displaying all data, initial and
adjusted, we found that RobotC would only add or subtract PI, not 2PI. Due to time constraints
as well as previous issues using PI this algorithm was discarded and the robot continued to use
inefficient turning (ex. turning 240° when it could turn –120°).

6 Verification
Constraints Used at Demo Day*:
 Should Not Break Asimov’s Rules of Robotics
o Does not harm humans
o Obey Orders
o Protect itself
 Must not harm the geese
 Must not leave a 5 minute range from home position

6.1 Constraints Met
Should Not Break Asimov’s Rules of Robotics
No humans were harmed during the demo. Though a stray ball hit the TA he remained
unharmed due to the choice of ammunition. The robot obeyed its instructions either to read
from a file or fire at points inputted by the user with the buttons. It protected itself by activating
the attack sequence [Section 2.6] whenever it sensed the touch sensor being pushed.
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Must Not Harm the Geese
The balls used were only hard enough to disturb the geese. They did not cause any
harm.
Must not leave a 5 minute range from home position
Would skip a target if the target took more than five minutes to travel to.

6.2 Criteria Met
Table 6.1 - Criteria Used at Demo Day
Assignment Criteria:

How it was met:

At least 3 motors

1 motor per each tread, 1 for the firing mechanism, and 1 for
the hopper

4 distinct types of input

Motor encoders, gyro, ultrasonic, touch sensor, buttons, file
input

Timers

Total mission time for stats
Waiting before checking if goose is still present

Repetition

Repeats firing sequence if goose does not leave
Repeats calculations, movement, and firing while there are still
targets and ammunition

Decisions

Many throughout

At least six functions

There are over 30 functions used throughout

Additional Criteria*:







Accurate shooting (within a 20cm tolerance)
Treads provide adequate traction
Consistent automatic reloading
Compact / Sturdy
Durability
Cost

Accurate Shooting
As mentioned in our testing procedure for firing [Section 5.5.4], when stationary the
robot fired accurately. However, due to issues with the treads catching while rotating the robot
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would sometimes miss the third or fourth target. The targets used were about 20 cm wide and
the robot would miss only the third and/or fourth target by an average distance of 5 cm. The
required tolerance was within 20 cm (see interim report) and the robot at its worse shot within
15cm. Though missing the targets resulted in a less impressive demonstration of the system, the
robot still fired within the tolerance of accuracy.
Treads provide adequate traction
This was met as our robot could successfully move forward and rotate without the treads
slipping and causing the motor encoder readings to be inaccurate [Section 5.5.5].
Consistent automatic reloading
After testing and finding that the balls would sometimes get jammed by the hopper
moving too quickly, we lowered the speed at which the hopper rotates which fixed the issue
[Section 5.5.3].

6.3 Criteria Unmet
One of the criteria is that the robot fire accurately. Though the robot followed the
program properly it would often miss targets after rotating more than 180 degrees. This was
because the solder joints that attached the treads often caught on the carpet which would cause
the robot to move out of alignment. Consequently, when it calculated how to position itself in
front of the target it would be off by 5-20 cm. As mentioned above, the robot was still able to
fire within the tolerance of accuracy, but this is still a problem.
To fix this issue, a future iteration of the robot would have the treads attached with
either thread or a short length of fabric fixed on both sides of the tread. This would allow the
tread to move more freely on carpet, as opposed to the wire which often caught.
*For updated criteria and constraints see Section 3

7 Project Plan
7.1 Organization
A meeting was held at the start of the project period. Here the team looked over the
deadlines and created a Google Document detailing what stage of the project we would like to
have completed by certain dates. This meeting was beneficial as it helped show the group that
one month is not a lot of time for a robotics project like this.
The group also created a Gantt Chart and Trello board. However, due to lack of
experience using these methods they were used for a short period of time. It was decided that it
was not efficient to attempt to learn a new organizational system in the timeframe of one
month.
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During the final programming phase, GitHub was used to keep store the code. This
provided an easy file sharing and updating method. However, the group members used it by
regularly uploading and downloading the code. It could have been used more effectively by
using the push/pull/branch features.

7.2 Task Organization
The various tasks were divided based on experience and expertise in a certain area. Micah
focused on chassis design as he had prior 3D modeling experience. He was also responsible for
creating the user input function and the location array struct as that required forum research
which he has done in the past. Caleb focused on programming the calculations and movement
functions as he has experience with computer programming and participated in many
mathematics courses. He also designed the treads as he had experimented with flexible laser
cutting. Lukas focused on the various presentations as well as the mission stats calculations.
This is due to his keen eye for details and knowledge of presenting.

7.3 Revisions to the Plan
Plan revisions were driven by project deadlines and the availability of laser cut parts. They were
not officially recorded but were communicated verbally at the team's regular meetings.

7.4 Comparing Plan and Actual Schedule
Often tasks were completed a few days after the planned date. This was due to more bugs in the
code than the plan budgeted for as well as waiting for laser cut parts. Throughout the semester
laser cut pieces were received the next day. However, the team did not account for the fact that
many students would be making use of this space for final projects. Because of this,
compounded with the need to redesign some pieces, testing began four days after the scheduled
date.

8 Conclusions
Designing a robot to help the University with its goose population requires various
criteria to be met and constraints to be regarded. Group 417’s Goose be Gone proved to be
successful on all accounts. It does not harm the geese, it can protect itself from attacking geese,
and it will not leave a five-minute radius from its home position. Though the accuracy of the
system can be improved [Section 6] it is still within an acceptable range. Additionally, the
treads provide enough traction to move on varied terrain, the robot consistently reloads, and
overall the robot holds to a compact, durable design.
Laser cut components were essential to the reliability of the system. Additionally, the
software calculated and guided the path of the robot well. The Tank struct provided a useful
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way to pass and modify information regarding the location of the robot and the Coordinate
struct efficiently related the x and y values of each target location.

9 Recommendations
In future revisions of the design, a few changes are recommended:
Table 9.1 - Mechanical System Future Revisions
Part

Modification

Reason

Tread
Attachment
EV3 Brick
Mount

Attach treads using
threads instead of wires.
Let the brick sit further
out from the robot.

The wires caught on the carpet and shifted
the robot’s position.
Allow easy access to the charge and
programming ports.

Hopper Mount

Sturdier mount fixed to
sides of robot.

Hopper wobbles around, easy to remove with
little force, this could lead to easier breakage.

Gyro
Positioning

Mount further away from
magnetic hopper cover.

Magnets in hopper cover or vibrations in
chassis could interfere with the gyroscopic
movement detection.

Isolate from vibrations in
chassis.
Cable
Management

Properly route cables and
wiring.

This would make the interior of the robot
appear neater.

Axle Support

Add more support to axle
to increase stability and
reliability.

Originally planned to 3D print the parts, to
give more support to axles but time
constraints did not allow this. Bearings could
be added to reduce friction and thus reduce
rolling resistance.

Ultrasonic
Sensor Mount

Relocate the mounting
holes or create new
mounting system.

Ultrasonic sensor wobbled too much and
sometimes interfered with firing mechanism

Protective
Cover

Cover over the whole
robot.

Protect sensitive electronics from outside
elements such as rain, snow, and goose
attacks.
Improve aesthetic design.
This would also improve the accuracy of
sensing whether it is attacked as only one
sensor would be necessary under the cover.
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Attacking
Sensor System

Sensors positioned at
various points around the
robot.

Current design only reacts if attacked in one
specific location – on the side of the hopper.

Build Material

Use a more suitable
material for the robot
construction.

MDF gets soggy when wet and would not
hold its form well. Should use a material
better suited to the environment the robot will
be operating in such as acrylic or another
plastic.

Joining
Mechanism

Use a removable joint
such as bolts.

The hot glue used in this demo prototype was
not removable. If anything would have failed
inside the tracks, there would be no way to
replace it. Removable joints would allow for
a more modular design.

Object
Detection
Sensor

Use a sensor better suited
to this application such as
a laser Time of Flight
sensor that can detect
objects when placed at
various angles

When the geese pictures were placed at an
angle to the robot, it would not detect them as
the sound wave from the ultrasonic sensor
would bounce off and not return to the robot.

Table 9.2 - Software Recommended Additions and Revisions
Change
Automatically reduce the
robot’s angle to 0 once it
reaches 2PI.
Calculate a minimal turn
angle.
Use degrees instead of
radians.
Move ammoRemaining and
needsReload from the Stats
struct to the Tank struct

Reason
When attacked the robot would turn a full circle, then turn
back 2PI plus the angle it needed to turn to return home.
This allows the robot to turn less and thus there would be a
smaller chance of rotating out of alignment. For example,
turn –2PI/3 instead of 4PI/3.
Only the arctan function needed radians, degrees are easier
to visualize, and there were many issues with the PI
constant.
These variables are directly related to the robot.
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Appendix A: Code
A 1 initialization.c
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35

A 2 includes.c

36

A 3 main.c

37

A 4 tankMovements.c

38

A 5 attacked.c

39

A 6 calculateStats.c

40

A 7 calculations.c

41

A 8 defense.c

42

A 9 gooseCheck.c

43

A 10 displayStatsToScreen.c

44

A 11 fire.c

45

A 12 tankFileRead.c

46

A 13 welcome.c

47

A 14 writeStats.c
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Appendix B: Flowcharts
B Main Program
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B 1 Welcome

50

B 2 Initialize
B 3 Fire
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B 4 Defense
B 6 Stats
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